abe® Rustopak® Range
Heating, Ventilation,
Air- Conditioning (HVAC) infrastructure

Is your Shopping Mall experiencing:
• Crevice Corrosion due to condensation of HVAC installations?
• Bimetallic Corrosion?
• General Corrosion due to depleted Galvanizing?
• Are the existing specified coatings failing?
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There are various reasons why shopping malls are dealing with HVAC maintenance
which results in costly and disruptive interventions by maintenance crews. The next
section of this Introduction briefly outlines those causes. These interventions can
become much more affordable and much less disruptive with the new coating system
available through a.b.e. Construction Chemicals. Based on these facts, that are well
studied and understood by corrosion specialists, we will show why the abe® Rustopak®
is of superior quality.

1

CREVICE CORROSION DUE TO CONDENSATION
ON HVAC INSTALLATIONS

Metal will always start corroding first where assemblies
are found due to the presence of moisture. Humidity is
the concentration of water vapour present in the air that
forms a conductive path in these micro environments. In
addition to this, HVAC systems condensate, which results
in acceleration of corrosion when left untreated with an
Active Sealant system, such as abe® Rustopak®. Over-coating
of Galvanizing is the solution, but when applying Passive
Barrier coatings that cure to a hard finish, proves to be
an expensive process and the risk of cracking along the
jointed areas due to vibration, poses the challenge that the
abe® Rustopak® sealant system solves. The abe® Rustopak®
cures to a firm finish and is not suitable for abrasive
environments, making this sealant system ideal for HVAC
systems.
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2

BIMETALLIC CORROSION

The assembly of all HVAC systems are at threat if not treated
with the right sealant system. abe® Rustopak® sealant for
HVAC systems forms a hydrophobic protective layer over
treated crevices. The Red Penetrant sealant is applied by
brush for convenience and ease of application and seeps
into the crevices. The chemistry of the Red Penetrant
modifies the microenvironment of these assemblies by
lifting the otherwise acidic environment (Differential
Aeration Corrosion) to a basic pH of > 10.1, rendering the
treated crevices too alkaline for further corrosion damage
to occur. This modification is seen as an Active Sealant,
where general coatings only form a passive barrier over the
metal, separating the metal from oxygen and moisture. The
Red Penetrant does much more! It prevents the ingress of
moisture and oxygen from the crevice of the assemblies,
preventing further corrosion.
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4

abe® Rustopak® COATINGS HAVE SIGNIFICANT
PROPERTIES

•	
Dispels all moisture from the surface of the substrate
because it has a higher affinity for metal than H2O.
•	Has impressive sag resistance.
•	
Does not become hard like epoxies or polyurethanes and
cures to a firm material.

abe® Rustopak® sealant over all crevices

•	Highly resistant to acidic environments. The abe®
Rustopak® forms a passivating layer at the interface of
the coating and the substrate that has a pH = 10.1.
•	
Minimum substrate preparation (Min SSPC SP2 – wire
bushing and water washing).

3

GENERAL CORROSION DUE TO DEPLETED
GALVANIZING

•	The Red Penetrant penetrates into crevices and pack
rust.
•	
Eliminates dismantling of structures and joints.
•	
Reduces safety concerns for Asset owners and
Contractors.
•	Is highly resistant to UV radiation.
•	Withstands operating temperatures from -17 ºC
to +232 ºC.
•	
abe® Rustopak® is applicator friendly being a one
part system that needs no sophisticated application
equipment.
•	
abe® Rustopak® does not allow under-creepage.

Depleted Galvanizing

Hot Dip Galvanizing offers excellent corrosion protection.
This active protection stops when the Zinc is depleted and
the decision needs to be made to have another Active
Sealant applied to these surfaces in sito. If left, these ducts
will start showing pitting corrosion that will negatively
affect the HVAC system’s optimal performance, leading to
higher electricity consumption.
abe® Rustopak® top coat is a one part sealant that forms an
Active Seal and will not crack due to vibration of the HVAC
equipment.
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•	
abe® Rustopak® can be coated over lead or existing
coatings provided that these coatings have good
adhesion.

CSA

OLD COATING
Steel
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5

ARE THE SPECIFIED COATINGS FAILING

Conventional paints have provided duplex protection
of Galvanized HVAC systems but these paints provide
protection for limited periods especially along the
coastal zone. Once paint failure starts occurring, it will
be an expensive process to fix as most paints need to
be removed before a recoat is possible. Because of this
requirement, it makes it challenging to address the problem
by maintenance contractors to avoid site contamination
and equipment damage. Acid etch primers are normally
recommended but, these primers introduce acids on site
and are not environmentally friendly. abe® Rustopak® is a
non-toxic product to the environment and does not require
original coatings to be totally removed, provided they have
good adhesion. Only loose particles, grease, grime and
Chlorides along the coastal zone needs removal. The ease
of application will reduce downtime of HVAC units and
minimize disruption due to the reduction of time needed for
the applicator to complete the repair job.

abe® Rustopak® top coat with Aluminium flake

Basic equipment needed on site

6

CONCLUSION

abe® Rustopak® is cost effective, and provides protection far
longer than any other coating system.
Easy to apply by brush, roller or high pressure airless pump
and is a one-pot and one-coat system.

7

APPLICATION

a.b.e.® Construction Chemicals has a training program
where contractors can get training and upon completion of
training, get accreditation.

abe® Rustopak® Red Penetrant joint sealant
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If the client has their own applicator team they can be
trained to do their own coating application.
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